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NETJROMUSO1JUR RE$PONSS 
OF SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS 

CHAPThR I 

All movements of the body are the result of muscular 
contraction, muscular tension or the force of rav1ty. 
Active muscular contractions cause the majority ot all 
movements In which the arms, legs and body are raised or 
held In position against the force of gravity. Whenever a 

muscle receives s sufficient stimulus, the mU8010 contracts 
and resists relaxation. Gravity Is a constant force pull- 
Ing downward on all objects at all times Whenever a mus- 
ele is stimulated, the contraction must be strong enough 

to overcome the downward force of' gravity. 
In performing movements or acts which an individual 

uses in everyday life, the person usually pters to lead 
from one side of the body or prefers to use one hand rath- 
er than the other. Some of the one-sideness is due to 
heredity end some is due to social pressure or condition- 

Ing. Certain movements involving one-sided leads are sub- 
ject to more environmental influence than others, Tuttle 

and Travis (lo) conducted a study on a type of movement 

which was not greatly influenced by social pressure. They 

found that the precedence of lead in simultaneous Gontrac- 
tions of the homologous muscle groups is determined largely 



by the instructions given and the tasks invo1ved. Ythen 

the stimulus pattern to which the subjects respond is rei- 

atively complicated, the lead preferences are more strictly 

in harmony with the handedness of the subjects as indicated 

by ordinary manual activities of everyday life. 

The time that elapses between the stimulus and the re- 

spouse to an. observer may appear to be a very short inter- 

val but, except in a few instances, the time that has 

elapsed is long enough for many things to occur, For exam- 

pie: while driving a car, if an obstacle suddenly appears 

in front of the driver, the time lt takes to apply the 

brakes may be a fraction of a second, but it also is long 

enough for the driver to crash Into the obstacle. 

In order to get a. response from a given stimulus, the 

nerve Impulses must arise in the receptors, travel along 

the efferent neurons, across a series of neuro-junotlons, 

then to the efferent neurons and finally terminate In the 

motor end plates of the effeotors, or muscles. Most re- 

sistance to impulses is set up at the synapse or neuro- 

junctions. In a more complicated movement, one Impulse may 

be blocked by another impulse, which causes inhibition at 

the responses which will make the latent period of the re- 

sponding muscles longer and be more variable. 



When a stimulus only ha one response, the reaction- 

time will be relatively short and have less time variabil- 
ity because it involves a relatively uninvolved neuro- 

muscular response, but when a stimulus response pattern 
involves a choice, the reaction time will be longer and 

exhibit greater variability, The moro responses froua which 

an individual must choose, the greater the number of neuro- 

junctions involved and the longer and more varied the time 

01' response will be1 
The problem of reaction-time first arose in the field 

of astronomy. History records that in 1796, an astronomer, 

working in the Greenwich Observatory in england, discovered 

that one of his assistants differed from him in bis obser- 

vatlon of the instant at which a star traversed a cross 

hsir in telescope. The assistant was subsequently dis- 
missed and it was not until sorno twenty years later that 
thc question presented here was ever taken up eain. t 
tht ti . e, Bessel, a German astronomer, happened on a note 

reporting these facts in an observatory report. He decided 

to make a study of astronomers by testing then against each 

other. His results showed that no two persons agreed pro- 
cisely on the tine of a given transmit and that the dis- 
crepancies among them were due to more basic individual 
differences in manner of reaction rather than mere care- 
lessness. irce those measurements depend upon the indi- 
vidual's speed of reaction, it was oonolude. that the 



ditterences amone obsox,yers baô. to be explained in terms 

of what oaxne to be olled the "Personal quation"--constant 
individual differences in speed of reaction. 

In the field of psychology where the study and meas- 

urenent of reaction-time became quite important, Helmholtz 

(4)1 in lE3bO, fIrst devised r reaction study method in an 

sttempt to determine the speed of nerve conduction in sen- 

sory nerves. Wundt (IS), as early as 1861, also had recog- 

nized the significance of individuel differences, it 
Dondera (3), however, who first devised the compound reac- 

tion-time experiment for the study of mental or central 
processes, thus making it a realistic measurable psyoholog- 

bal problem. His reaction experiments made use of two 

stimuli. In one method be required the subject to respond 

to one stimulus and to retrain from responding to the other. 
The difference in reaction-time between this method and 

that of the simple reaction method where onl3r one stimulus 

Is presented and the subject responds as soon as he is cog- 

nizant of it, Bonders attributed to the time required to 

make the discrimination of the stimuli, in a third method 

where the subject is reqiired to respond differently to 

each of two stimuli which may be presented, a still further 
increase in time was found. This further increase in time 

Bonders attributed to the addition of "ehoice" to the dis 
oriminatbon problem. 



Cartwright (2), lu a study, plotted decision-time 

against a series of stimuli. By comparing the location ot 
maximal time with the location of' the stimulus which yields 
a relative frequency of 50 pe cent, he found that an in- 
orease in length of deolsion-time is produced by a conflict 
between dirferent responses and that such e conflict erises 

when e. stimulus falls upon the border between two ranges of 

equivalent stimuli. 

Tun (7), in working with whet be called the Associa- 

tian Experiment, incorporated the reaction-time method as 

one means of studying ooraplexes He postulated that in 
the ceses where the stimulus words become associated with 

complexes there an interference with the subject's 
essoolative processes. He found thet such "complex indica- 
torst could be recognized by extreme delays of response, 

peculiar types of responses, or no responses at all. In 

terms of an 'assooiationist" theory of memory, reaction- 

time disturbances such as Jung found could then be account- 

ed for easily by reference to the phenomens of conflicting 

associations of about equal strength. These initiate in- 

compatible response tendencies that block any responses 

until euch time as the subject can make e choice from among 

those response tendencies and proceed to execute what he 

himself considers to be the most appropriate response under 

the circumstances. It, therefore, appeared that all 
thought processes bave a preparatory phase durIng which 



time it is possible for the stimulus to make many asaooia- 
tions. These may elicit a multitude of response tendencies 
from anìong which the subject exercises a sort of choice in 
the execution of responso. The extent to which the sub- 

ject was or was not capeble of avoiding the elicitation of 

incompatible response tendencies seems to determine the 

aiT3ount of times needed to make a response. Those subjects 
that were not able to carry out these processes readily 
were then assunied to have encountered conflicting associa- 
tions which elicited lncompatible response. It thus 

appeared to Jung that the intensity of the conflict touched 

upon by the stimulus word was a major factor in determining 

both the equality of the response and the delay of the re- 

0 

Rorsohach (13), in his early research work with ink- 

blot stimulus cards, called attention to the use of the 

time for first response to each card as an important indi- 

cator of the extent to which the perceptual processes of 

the subject ere disturbed by the times may be attributed to 

extensive ideational productivity. 

Physlologists have found many other fectors that 

affect reaction-time. Karpovich (8) stated that the condi- 

tion of the subject should be considered because fatigue 

slows down reaction-time. He also states that reaction- 

time has diurnal variations, the best time usually being 

obtainable in the afternoon, According to Atwell and 



Elbel (1), age also should be considered beosuse reaction- 

time is slower in younger children and gradually improves 

with age, reaching its maximum at the college age period. 

Purpose of Study 

With the knowledge of the history and the various 

studies made on reaction-time, it is olear that many feo- 

tora influence and sffeot individual differences noted in 

reaction-time. This study of the 9th, 10th, 11th, and 

12th-grade girls and the study of the 14, 15, 16, 17 and 

18-year-old girls in the above grado levels are raade to 

further the knowledge of factors that affect reaction-time. 

It is prtioularly designed to determine the speed of re- 

sponse at this particular brade and age level. This study 

is of special value in indicating a phase of neuro- 

musoular maturation and thus be of value in determining age 

levels of neuromuscular development. ' Iy consolidating the 

results of this study with those dealing with other age 

groups it will be possible to establish a scale of reaction- 

time perfornance throughout the life span of the human. 



CHAPTER II 

The machine used for this study is the Neuromuscular 

Chronometer designed by Dr. C. L. Anderson, Oregon State 

College. The Neuromuscular Chronometer Is designed to make 

time oal1brition of human responses to various stimuli. 

Time required for flexion arid extension oÍ the hands and. 

arms, flexion and ltoral movement of the lege, end exten- 

sion or tite lower leg can be measured precisely. Simple 

reactions without choice as well as those requiring i 

choice of response can be calibrated. Circuits are de- 

signed so that only the correot response will result in a 

rocord1ng 

The principle of operation of the chronometer is that 

e charged oap.citor will always lose a definite peroentage 

of its charge when lt is connected cross a resistor for 

certain period of tine. This device provides an electronic 

means of discharging a stable oapacltor through a stable 

resistor for the duration of the time interval to be meas- 

ured. The percentage of ohsre lost is acourately deter- 

mined by i seif-belencing potentiometer and this oerentage 

is Indicated by a. mechanical pointer coupled to the po- 

tentloineter with a resulting rotation over clock dial 
calibrated in units of tLt ' :6. All charging Qnd discharging 

Is accomplished through inertialess electronic 



niloroawitches, thus permitting eitremely sÌort time inter- 

vals (.001 second) to be measured aoouretely. The total 

''lag" o the operation is calculated to be .003 seconds. 

Figure 1 shows the Neuromuscular Chronometer in operation. 

Procedure 

In administering the test, both the procedure and the 

explanation were consistent. Two subjects were in the room 

at the same time so that one could familiarize himself with 

the procedures before taking the tests, Stimuli were the 

same for every subject. aoh subject used the green light 

arid the bell for the right hand or toot and the red light 

and the buzzer for the left hand or toot. The time inter- 

val given between stimuli was varied between one and four 

Oounts, Aftsr the initial explanation, the subject was 

told to concentrate on the stimuli and turn off the stimu- 

lus by striking the appropriate key every time it came on. 

The subject was told that no further explanation would be 

given except instructions to change position for testing. 

There were no signals given such as 9eady' or 

whereby the subject ou1d anticiv3te and thus out-guess the 

examiner. No attempt was made to catch the subject off 

guard or to fool her, but every attempt was made to keep 

from forming a pattern or routine in testing so far as 

stimuli were concerned. 



lo 

It is recognized that the time of day may make a dit- 
ference in reaction-time, but because of class scheduling, 

approximately one fourth of the subjects were tested in the 

Figure 3 shows the acore card. used for testing. There 

aro eight different positions using both light and sound. 

Two readings were taken for every test with the best read- 

ing used. to compile statistics. 
The test group consisted of 75 girls, 29 ninth-graders, 

18 tenth-gr8.ers, 1 eleventh-graders and 16 twelfth- 

graders of the Waldport, Oregon, High School. These ?5 

girls were in age groups 14, 1, 16, 1? and 18. FOr pur- 

poses of this study the age by year was used without Oon- 

sidering increments of months. 

In terms of sge groups, 14 were 14 years of age, 25 

were l years of age, I? were 16 years of age, 12 were 1? 

years of age, and seven were 18 years of age, which was the 
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NEIJRO-MUSCULAR RESPONSES 
I HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS 

Name Age (yrs) (months) 

Date Height Weight 

Hayidednes R L 
LIGHT SOUND 

Test Right Left Choice Test Right Left 

Both 

Choice 
I:rTT.jr 

- . ____ íi ïÌ__ ïi_ 
la. ___ - - 

.ï. - :1_ ____ ___ 
Figure 3 
Score Oard 



Table I 
9th Grade Rospon3eø 

Reaction fuie to Light 

GreG1 Ped Choice 
Right Left Rit Left wrong 

Choico 
Ht Lo Ave Hi Lo Ave Hl Lo Ave Hi Lo Ave R L ____________ 

HandFioxton 

Hand Ecten$iox 630 310 19 600 150 393 910 3ZO 536 8S0 300 537 

Arri Flexion 820 L1O 627 39O 260 603 910 3O 70S 990 15O 723 1 1 _____ 
Arai thension 

- 
790 11O 71 890 370 27 900 ithO 6o 990 bSO 67 O O 

Foot tension 730 290 146 730 lijO b31 980 1OO 600 980 3JO 2 1 

Leg flodon 590 300 h28 7iO 1lO l4.OÎt 900 320 603 900 33D %,3 i 

Leg Abduction 710 330 159 690 O hSl 9O 3O 6Ç 880 330 62 o 

Combined 900 14140 665 900 ¿th.O 61U 990 1OO 799 990 l2O 31h i ¿ 

y f 
. #ß -HO Reaction L1me to Sound 

BoU Buzzer Choice 
sight Left RiLt Left .rong 

Choic 
_____________ Hì Lo Ave Hi Lo Mro Hi Lo Ave Hi Lo Ave R L 

Hand FlexLon 810 130 I61. 820 120 1h22 990 100 19 960 110 606 ' 7' 

Hwid tenion 700 120 157 680 iho L36 970 290 S88 990 100 51 

AxF1ecton 

Ara ïctonion 760 360 3li 770 370 501 9O 1O 631 990 390 6S2 i 2 

Foot Ectsior 820 120 liS2 OO 280 L16 910 3S0 23 930 320 627 T' 

Leg 1'iecLon S60 1Ì.O ho3 91O 260 1g» 990 300 533 990 3LO 9O I 

Log Abduction 9liO 250 U68 860 230 th9 910 3LO 538 930 330 613 1 0 

Combined 
Le Action 990 330 627 990 390 9O 960 i3O 693 990 520 77 O 6 

d 22 
1-' i-, 

Hi = High Tiiie Thousandths of second.- 
Lo : +: Nuibor of tines clock 
Ave : Average an fuU time 



15 
Table xi: 

10th Grade Respon3es 
Reaction Time to Liit 

flVw(:,,i ; (mM 
ih't 

ili_ 

Lift 

Ui 

RiIt 

lii A! 

Left 

UL ¡& 

Wrong 
Choice 
.& ______ 

Hand Flexion 570 

- 
290 143 !7O 300 L13 513.0 320 1O 910 310 S7I i 

Hand Ixtcnsïon 5O 310 ¿jiO 5 2h0 3S9 2O 230 ¿6 700 310 ¿53 - I - 2 _____ 
Arn edon 880 13O 9O 770 300 566 9O 13O 63 960 270 681 0 1 

Am Ictension 800 300 S02 620 270 L51 L330 330 7O 930 370 62t J. 

+2 
I 

Foot i:tension 560 290 li20 570 399 580 3O !66 flo o 5oo o 2 

Lg F1edon 680 310 136 5o io 361 890 360 1i 790 3L0 11 i 3. 

Leg Abduction 770 290 h22 700 260 1fl 800 380 SS1i 930 290 533 0 0 

Co1ined Lei 
Action 0 L0 S88 920 1400 582 960 1430 63 980 510 711 0 3. 

LY 
Reaction ie to Sound 

1:afl m;r 
Right Left Right Left 

Choice 
4! UL 4ï L A . 

______- 
Hand Flexion 900 Th0 L28 

- 
59ri 

- 
:L10 600 2140 I83 910 310 ?7 I 

FId Extonion 7b0 220 37 710 210 379 900 230 90 910 b30 6i ' 

-I-2 

Arm Flexion 750 290 00 730 310 29 930 L5O f96 990 Lß0 792 0 0 

Axa Eccnsion 620 300 L52 690 .320 970 31i0 SII0 7O Lj10 

- 
639 

--- 
0 3. _____ 

Foot Extension 30 260 3140 560 120 352 670 2do L2 990 320 93. I O 

Leg Flexion 530 23O Wo %O 2t0 393 360 280 27 910 330 611 1 0 

Lcg Abduction 9O 260 393 670 270 391 ?O 300 O9 73O 2L0 13 i I 
Cothined 
Le; Action 680 31x0 L92 dI0 280 9O 390 6o 9O »o 700 0 0 

Hi * High 1ü housandths o Second 
Lo Iw 4 : Nuiiiber the clock ran 
Ave : Average full tine 

57 
+3 



Table III 
Uth Grade Responsos 

Reaction Time to Light 

Green Rod Choice 
- 

J.g1it 

LL 

Lert, 

4: L !2 

i1it Lert 

!! !2 

Wrong 
Choice 

________ 
Hand FlwLon 650 320 ¿6o 680 300 1.33 900 IIO( S93. 9O 100 O 3 

Hand Ltension O 300 lOS 12O 2O 353 910 3( 5O 960 yX C 3 0 

Arm Fixion 320 3O 660 790 130 33 910 b0 679 830 1O 69. O 

Arm xtenzion 780 320 50.3 90 320 l76 80 J40 660 880 b60 6hc O 

Leg F1e:d-on 570 30 ¿00 600 130 338 790 10 %3 810 31.0 SII O O 

Leg Abduction 5O 320 h28 530 330 ¿2 1i1O S90 8O 370 h7 i 

CotneiLeg __ 
o., 

Reaction Tirce to Soirnd +3 

BoU Buzrer Choice 

____________ 

Right 

Hi Lo Ave 

ioi i; 

Hi Lo Ave 

4agn; 

HI Lo Ave 

-ir---- 

Hi Lo Av 

'1rang 

Jhoic 
il L 

Eand Flexion 73O 260 1333 610 1 3? ¿390 370 50 990 390 60C 2 0 

hand &tonsioi 9O 230 392 700 270 330 990 360 625 ßIiO 310 53C O 2 

ArmF1odon 

innj;ension Z O 

Foot Ktension 63O 310 ¿17 660 230 1i6 970 360 605 990 320 60c o 

Leg 1exìon 1jO 3O 392 ¿6O 270 392 650 300 liLO 900 280 OO O 
__!;*i 

i 

-:ì 
- -------- 

Leg Abduction 

- 
700 

- 
290 

- 
hO? 

- 
750 

---.--.--.----------*- 
250 3L9 9d0 1iO 622 970 320 O O 

oxtn 603505 33o5138 O66797O56O7io 
, L 

-- - 

[Hi High 1mrne : Thousandths of' Second 

' 
Lo : Low + Nunier oi times clock 

j±vo : Average ran Lull time 



Table I 
12th Grade ResTonoa 
aac.ion Time to Light 

G!efl ed Choice 

3.? 

irht Left ¡i4t Left. Wrong 
Choice 

!° - Ave - c 

Hand Fieion 6O 
- 

2O L38 
_i 

600 

.9__ 

]iO . L3 990 2tO 617 8O 2() 25 I .3 

Hand ßbtension 630 2IO h22 2O 123 3!.3 9b0 lhO 4 990 2O O O 

'm Flexion 9iO I9O 6i 710 h33 ß 260 7O 718 930 bSO 6b0 O O 

Arm Ed.cnaLon 710 i2O 23 670 y30 SOl o 400 6b3 8o 6o 626 o 

Foot ctensior. 3O 280 !25 710 1O L26 890 390 523 970 3IO S29 O i 

Leg Flexion 6 230 Li2 690 270 L22 92.O 3S0 606 930 3O 73 O 3. 

1Mg Abduction 650 320 !i6. 610 32C ¿J20 790 330 S62 B) 370 5L3i U i) 

orìbined 
L Action :Î _ç ?4} 22 2 ÄLL _ 

2 

!t&cton irne to SQ'ni 

Be13 Buzzer Qiolce 
Right 

;& !2 

Left 

L 
itight 

L 

Left 

UL 

Wrong 
hojee 

______- 
Hd FlezLon 81&O 130 liiL 620 13Y 369 930 33 532 920 2O 572 3 2 

Hand cti sion 300 11O ¿.31 700 220 387 700 2O 1O 990 1O O 
O' 

i 

Amflexion 

Arm ¡xtension 870 330 !ß3 690 360 i66 7O 380 O 850 370 637 0 1 

Foot Extension 990 ILIO O5 SlID 310 36h 6?O 280 48 91O 17O 6f9 i 

Leg Flexion 330 lhO L26 700 290 L2O 880 290 S03 880 3O 2O O O 

Leg Âiduction 630 33D ¿j17 670 270 L2$ 990 260 6Lo ß60 1LO S O 

-n- 
O 

Combined 
Leg Action 870 

- 
1460 S90 720 li3O 6O 9)O 1450 711 990 1350 739 0 0 

27 
4L. 4-2 

Hi : High Thne : Thousandths of second 
Lo a Low += Nuzfoor of thue3 clock 
Ave Average ran full thie 



1abie V 18 
Response tune of 1h year old girls 

Reaction Tie to Light 

('_ ,., viui 
Right Left 

JW 
Right Left irong 

Choice 
ni- t- ii si- L X ¡F i 1 Lo A R L ____________ 

Rand Flexion 700 3S0 1O 630 270 )6 9IO .370 5Th 61i0 LiO 26 o 

iand ension 620 3,30 If?S 9O 230 33O 690 31O S02 8O 360 77 O 2 

àz F1exLoi 960 570 660 690 7O 607 890 590 710 990 Sho 73 i O 

Arm &tension 71O ¿1O 6o 890 370 551 830 14ø 633 ¿390 15O 663 0 0 

Foot Exbension 730 370 I72 780 33 16l 980 h1i0 61I. 960 3lI0 63l O i 

Leg fled.on 520 360 ¿29 7LO 360 133 880 360 637 900 330 517 1 0 

Lof; Abduction 710 3.30 !i77 670 1O L52 950 380 613 71O 35O O O 

Reaction Time to Sound 

Beli Buzzer Choice 

*z i2. 

- 
Riit Left 41t Left frong 

Choice 
Î!r- Lo Ave Hi Lo Ave Hi Lo Ave Hi Lo Ave R L 

Hand Flexion 8i0 3O I8 73D 260 L77 990 330 6ü0 930 380 628 - T ______ 
Hand ctension 

----- 
700 380 lJ.82 6GO 320 

- 
Lj67 

- 
970 

----- 
2?O S60 990 WO 38 O i 

ArL ?lexLon 800 !3O 619 7O 13O S88 990 OO 660 980 L7O 762 2 

Aria Extension 7C) iO 5t6 770 IiOO 521 90 ¿2Ü 612 950 390 621 0 2. 

Foot :tension 820 360 198 300 3140 L56 210 360 SS2 d90 390 600 

___, 
O _____------ 

Leg Flexion 6O 280 ¿31 91O 290 

----------- 
h?3 870 3D0 62I 9O 3O U7 i i 

LeE Abduction 790 2O h49 s6o 320 !97 780 31O 522 930 330 6S7 I O 

COrlXtQfl 

3 12 
- 46 

Hi * High Te : Thousandths of Second 
Lo Low 4 : Nubor of times clock 
.ive = Average ran Í'uli taie 



Table VI 
Re8ponse Tixe of i ye*r olds 

Reaction 'uø to LigtLt 

c'oen Red Qioice 

19 

____________ 

gbt 

11_ Lo Ae 

Loft 

iii Lo Ave 

flight 

Hi Lo Ave 

eOft 

Hi Lo Ave 

Wrong 
Choice 

R L 

Hand Lexion 710 290 153 62( 290 b2 970 370 565 910 .O S63 f ? 
Hand Ectension 63O 310 122 60c Lc 386 910 280 17 670 300 h61 I 2 

Ami Flexion 870 ---------------- 13O 89( 2& &D 9O 3O 711 990 370 702 

AzExthnsion 79O3OOS37OC 27C j598O33O62399O373673 i O 

Foot 'xten8ion 6S0 290 I1 75 29 120 970 350 960 330 2 2 

Leg .e:dc&ì 59O31ol2]56 12C 375 900 320 S( 8O 310 202 
Leg Abduction 700 290 Li 70 26 )422 910 30 602 Vø ) i' O 

Corlxinod 
eg Action 1414C 62 90 ¿O( 612 96( 1400 7b 930 ¿420 738 

4 
1 

5 
0 

Reaction Tie to Sound 

Bell _ Buz2e;t' Gioice 
Rieit Left Right Left ong 

Lo À Hi À 1L LQ À Ei. 10 
Choice 

land iecion 900 130 bS? 82 12C 14JJ 3OO 100 18 980 110 582 1 
42 +ß 

Etand ixtension 690 120 I.ol S6c ac 396 900 320 630 9O tio 6 2 2 
+1 

F1exion p29Od072( 2 1 

!flh1 Extension 760 300 SOS 67( 320 bu 930 3LO 571 990 1i20 6f.2 O 2 

Foot Extension 730 120 LO7 7tX 12C 38( 61ko 280 506 990 320 638 0 1 

Lg F1e,cLon Wo 280 tO0 63( 21C 1oo 990 233 62 o 3So 620 0 

Leg Abduction 9LO 260 ¿7 67C 27C t1( 91C 300 Sib 920 22O 3 O O 

tion ;, 34o 66 95( 39C 556 9 390 656 990 » 733 ' ? 
4532f, 

Hi High Timo Thousandths of seccxì 
Lo : Low ìumber of times clock 
Ave z Average rn fuil thna 



Table VII 
Response .me f 16 Year Olds 

Reaction Lrae to Liit 

Green Red Choice 
- -I 

Right 

Hi Lo Av 

Loft 

Hi 1i Ave 

ai.glit 

Hi Lo Av 

Left 

Hi Lo Av 
Choice 
R L ____________ 

Hand Flexion 6S 32( 19 57 3cx ¿407 90 32( 860 100 3E O 3 

Hand Lxtensioii 30 39 t5 1 317 91( 33C 7 790 30C L7( 3 1 

Ana Floxion 82( )3( 62 6 3O %b 9h( li3( 66 870 27C 66J I' 

nl Extension 78( 32C 52( S9 32( I62 8& ijJ.0 4O ¿380 ¿ZOO 60 O i 

Foot Extension 9$( 29C I4 $2 1L I28 77( 3C IJT 960 23o 61 o o 

LgFioxion Z661O31o53'O 
Log Abdactiori 3 - w s3 29E t1)3 aac 38C 61 8Lo 33( 56' . o 

oIton __'i 
Reaction Tinie to Sound 

Bell Buzzer Choice 

67 
+ #3 

____________ 

Right 

Hi Lo Av 

Lort 

Hi Lo Ave 

k.ght 

Hi Lo Áv 

iert 

Hi I Av 

Wrong 
Choice 
R L 

Hand Flexion 53 26 !41( 61 13 336 89( 37( 58 99C 3iC 55 2 1 

ard ixtension 74 iSO 393 7h lijO 379 970 230 32 910 100 !l1 O 

PniFiexion 

i1 íctension 614( 270 116 7( 230 Ii 970 lOO S73 870 &t20 63 O 

Foot ctension 68( 11O 372 6( 250 391 900 310 SILS 990 330 59) ' O 

Leg Flexion Ì( ihO 378 53 26( 380 6S0 280 ti6O 900 230 1 i 2 

LegAbduction 

tion 

97 
Hi High Tine Thousandths of seconds +3 4 

Lo : Low Number of times clock 
Ave Average ran full thiie 



Table VIII 2]. 

Repone Tinto ior 17 Year Old 
ReactIon &nio to Light 

r;wm T?M Chc1 

ight 

Lo Ave 

Ioft 

iIj Lo Ave 

Right 

Hi Lo Ave 

LaTh 

Hi Lo Lwo 

tJrong 

choice 
R L 

Hand Flexioa 
- 

610 230 L57 630 i1O I35 900 200 26 9O 2O 578 0 2 

Hand ¿xtenaion &3 290 !O 270 1!DO 9140 1LO 1470 960 23O O O 

Arri FlexLon 90 i9O 670 790 !3O 600 860 SO 723 9O L5O 637 0 0 

Ai Extension 00 390 77 620 !lO !68 83.0 1-5O 660 930 ),OO 6l O 

Foot ì tenion St30 280 ¿3O 710 300 397 900 390 56l 970 3tO 7O O' i 

Leg íixtension 0 230 l7 o20 270 132 9h0 iO 653. 980 1O 601 1 0 

LOÖ Abduction 770 330 ),87 680 320 !2 790 330 533 730 370 3O O 

-- 

O 

Gontion g i-0 i; 

ï ¿4 

4% 42 
Rt3actton 1ø to Sound 

Bell Buzzer Choice 
aLght Left Right Left J rong 

. 

Choice 

Hid Ilex.Lon 780 130 i5 610 130 396 730 330 5L0 920 230 620 2 1 

Hand Ltensio 730 iJ.o ¡3 700 2!O 1h31 990 ¿420 590 3O 150 18 i I 

Â1eion O 

AxT1 £:tension 870 330 SOb 710 360 2S 320 1iø 7O 930 i0O 611 O O 

Foot xLensiox 990 220 W3 660 330 L23 610 280 t58 930 320 610 . O 

LogEtension 

Leg £bduction 630 290 5 650 270 ì.i.25 990 th0 677 860 370 f82 O O 

CQtion 

Hi : High : .mt- Thousandths of second 
+ 4) 

Lo = Low + Nunther of times clock 
Av * Averge azi full thue 



Table IX 
22 

1eponse Time i'oz 18 Year Old$ 
Reaction flrae to Light 

Green Red Choice 
.ight 

u Lo Ave 

Left 

Hi Ave 

tght 

Hi Lo ve 

Left 

Hi Lo Ave 

Wrorg 
oic 

R L _____________ 
Hand Flexion 650 320 I5O 600 290 L37 990 18o 7S7 8O 280 l93 I i 

Hrìd Ectenson 3O 24O UO 120 32 630 ¿OO i36 990 31i0 O O O 

Aß ie:LiQfl i; 586 700 14ko 1 960 67o 783 920 L7O 669 0 0 

An xtensioii 620 1j30 10 670 3o ¿3o LO3 637 85o 390 653 1 o 

Foot ixLersion 7O 310 UO 6) ihO 153 70 I)O i69 6io do iß9 O O 

Leg Üøcìon OO 33 390 690 290 ¿jJ 7O 350 8o 5o 2O O i 

eg &bduetion S60 320 1429 !90 320 371f ibO LO 37 8O !7O d8 O O 

Cothin(d 
Leg Action 7O 5714 790 LO 616 990 20 t3O 990 L3O 772 

' 

0 0 

22 
4f 42 

Reaction Dime to sound 

:u Buzzei Choice 
Right 

L_ Lo Ave 

Lcf'b 

lii Lo Aire 

Eight 

Hi. Lo Ave 

Løft 

Hi Lo Ave 

Jrong 
Choice 

R L ____________ 
Hand Flexion 8!I0 200 liS2 620 iLo 331 990 ¿3O 67 73, 330 51O o i 

Haid Extension 800 1O L2O 3O 220 30 570 250 L6i 990 390 607 0 1 

Aiì F1ed.on 630 W.O $17 700 IO0 O9 990 ¿7O 63k. d90 590 720 2 

Aria Extension 660 ¿10 b3b 3O 360 L20 870 380 ]. 850 320 676 0 1 

bot ension 1O 1O 356 390 310 3L7 670 320 LI93 9!.O ¿9O 689 0 1 

Leg Fiedon 750 270 ¿thO 10 300 391 620 320 i1 880 30 527 0 0 

Leg Abduction ¿90 330 396 670 290 ¿h6 820 260 SàO 690 hiD ¿96 O O 

Conition ä6O86O'39flhSO6299O1L5O?l.3d'O 
06 

. . ' +2 
H:2 H:2.gh Tirìe = ihouancLths ol seconds 
Lo = Low +- : Nwber of tes clock ran 
Ave average Luil time 
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Table X 

Comparison of Average Response by Grade Level 

Average of Simple Response 

Grade 9 10 u. 12 

Light 503 461 480 479 

Sound 492 456 438 456 

Average of Choice Response 

Grade 9 10, 11 12 

Light 634 561 610 612 

Sound 622 583 608 594 
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Table Xl 

Comparison of Ranges of Response by Age Groups 

Simple Response to Ligkit 

Age 14 15 16 1? 18 

Average Highest 733 724 652 724 628 
Average 517 475 458 503 465 
Average Lowest 383 294 304 348 319 

Simple Response to Sound 

Age 14 15 16 17 18 

Average Highest 796 763 650 773 531 
Average 518 459 425 480 439 

Average Lowest 355 239 248 293 303 

Choice Response to Light 

Age 14 15 16 1? 18 

Average Highest 886 92? 869 916 854 
Average 630 601 590 613 620 
.verage Lowest 432 346 361 376 428 

Choice Response to Sound 

! f 

Average Highest 944 945 929 879 832 
vercge 62? 614 593 606 592 
Average Lowest 371 319 345 440 365 



CHAPTER III 

THE STUDY 

Reaction-time, or the time e1apsin between a stimu- 

lus and the resulting responses is of special importance 

to the well-being of man in the hih-geared pace oÍ the 

world today. 

living, such ss more end faster oars; supersonic aircrtt; 

more power machines in homes, offices and industrial 

plants; sports events, such as swimming and track, makes 

reection-time important in that a spl±t second can mean 

the difrerence between winning and losing; sety or in- 

jury; and even lite or death. It has become increasingly 

more important that we study reaction-time more thoroughly 

to discover the factors effecting reaction-time. This 

study deals with an investigation of certain neuromuscular 

responses of Waldport, Oregon, senior high school girls to 

further the knowledge of ftctors involving reaction-time. 

T8bles of Results 

To present a olear picture of the data assembled, 

Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 which represent the responses by 

grade; Tables 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 which represent the re- 

sponses by age, bave been developed. In addition to aver- 

age time, these tables also give the results in maximum 



and minimum time Intervals to indicate the range of 

reaction-time. Table 10, which represents the average re- 

sponse by grades to sound and to light, and Table 11, which 

represents the comparison of ranges to response by ge 

groups have been developed. Averages were determined for 

the right and left hand and for right and left foot action 

with four different stimuli being used. Averages for 

obolce were calculated for right and left hand and for 

right and left foot only. 

Stimulus and eaponse 

As was stated in the procedure, the green liglit was 

used. for the right band and the right toot action; the red 

light for the left hand and the left foot action. Results 

of both grade and age showed that no marked or distinguish- 

ing pattern was formed which would indicate that the green 

and red lights make any significant difference in response 

to light. The seme results were noted in using the bell 

and the buzzer, with little or no difference in response 

to the two different sounds. 

In a comparison of response to light and to sound by 

academic grades, a distinctive difference was discovered. 

It was revealed that response to sound was faster than re- 

sponse to light. Referring beck to Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 

the high scores to light end to sound and the low scores to 

light and to sound reveals this difference. For the grade 
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levels, Table 10 presents i coniprison at the average re- 
sponses to light and to sounds In the 9th grade, the dif- 
ferenoe of the everage soores to light nd to sound was 

.011 seconds, or a two per cent tester resonse to sound 

than to 1ight For the 10th grsde, the difference between 

the aversge scores w&s .005 seconds which woe a one per 

cent faster response to sound than to light. The 11th- 

grade averee responses revealed that sound responses were 

.042 seconds, or 10 per cent faster than light responses. 
The 12th-grade average responses revealed a difference of 

.023 seconds, or a five per oent rnster response to sound 

tbsn to light. The testest reautlon-time was meide by the 

9th and 10th-grade 1r1s to sound. The 9th and 12th-grade 

girls recorded the slowest response time to sound. The 

range of times were greeter in reaction to light than the 

ranges to sound response except for the 9th-grade level 

where the range for sound was greater than the range for 

light. However, the averages were lower to aound reactions 

in all tour grades indicating the probability that these 

were extreme cases. 

In referring back to Table li, the comparisons of 

light and of sound at the different age levels, it was re- 
'vealed that the response to light was quicker than to sound 

in terms of average highest reaction-time. However, the 

average lowest reaction-time and the average reaction-time 



revealed th8t response time to sound was quicker than re- 
sporise time to light. For the 14-ye'tr-o1d ir1s, the dit- 
terenoe between the average hlghe5t reaction-time to light 
and to sound was .063 seconds, or nine per cent taster to 

light then to sound. The average lowest reaction-time was 

.028 seconds, or eight per cent faster to sound than to 

light. The averoge reaction-time was .001 second or 0.2 

per cent raster to light then to sound. The 15-year-old 

girls reve1ed a difference or .039 5eoonds, or a tire per 

cent faster restonse time to light for the average highest 

reaction-time, The a'verage lowest reection-tirne wea .055 

seconds, or 2 per oent faster response to sound. The 

average reaction-time revealed a differenee of .016 seo- 

onds, or a three per cent faster response to sound than to 

light. The 1-year-o1d girls had a difference of .002 seo- 

onda, or a 0.3 per oent tester response to light than to 

sound for the average highest reection-time. The average 

lowest reaction-time revealed e ditferenoe of .056 seconds, 

or e 23 per cent faster response time to sound than to 

light. or the average reaction-time, sound was .043 seo- 

onde, or 10 per cent taster than to light. For the 1?-year 

old girls, the difference between the average highest reac- 

tion-tirne was 049 seconds, or a seven per cent taster re- 

action-time tor light than for sound. The average lowest 

time revealed reection to sound bad a .055 seoond, or e. 



19 per cent faster reaction-time than did light. For the 
verìge reaction-tune, the response to sound was .O2 seo- 

onds, or tive per cent faster than the response to light. 
For the 18-year-old girls, the aversge highest time was 

.003 seconds, or 0.5 per cent faster to light than to 
sound. The average lowest resotion-time was .016 seconds 

or five per cent faster to sound than to light. The dit- 
ference between everage reaction-time was .026 seconds, or 
a six per cent Thster response to sound than to light. 
The 15 and 18-year-old girls recorded the testest reaction- 
time to light. The slowest reaction-time was recorded by 

the 14 and 17-year-old girls to sound. The range ot time 

was greater for sound reactions than for light except at 
the lô-year-old level, where the range of lIght was greater 
than the range of sound. The average highest reaction- 
time responses were faster to light than to sound, except 
for the 16-year-old girls where sound reaction was faster 
than that for light. The average lowest reaction-time 
and the average reaction-time responses were faster for 
sound than for light In all five age levels. 

Handene se and Response 

In grades 9, 10, U and 12, data revealed that the 
average reaction-time response in simple reflex movements 

of the left hand and left foot sotion to light and to 



sound had a faster reation41me than did the right hand 

and right foot action in all tour grade leyels. Usine 

Tab1e i, 2, 3 and 4, which show the responses of all tour 
grades, the right hand and right toot action verge were 

compEred to the left hand and left toot averases for 1iht 
and for sound. In usine the oornpr1sorLs cere nut be taken 

not to coiripare one test with that ot any other test 'because 

of the difference in distance rßquired in making the move- 

monta. Comparison of the ribt and left in the seme move- 

mont was the only valid. comparison hieh could be made. 

Over-concentrating on the left hand, which was the opposite 

hand normally used, may po1bly account tor the lett hand 

end foot action being faster than the right hand and toot 

action but this is mere conjecture. 
The responses of the 14, 15, 16, 1? nd 18-year-old 

girls recorded In Tables 5, 6, 7 8 and 9, in simple reflex 
movenents, revealed the left hsnd and left toot action in 

terms of average scores, had a faster response than the 

right hand and the right foot to both ligit and to sound. 

This again may be accounted for by an over-concentration 

of the left hand which wìs the opposite hand normally used. 

Of the ?5 girls tested, 6 girls were right-handed, 

five girls were loft-handed and one girl used both equally 

well. 



Data reve6led that for the average reaction-time for 

the Crade levels, Tablß 10, the 1Oth-rado girls had a 

faster reaction-time to light and. the 11th-grade girls had 

taster reaction-time to sound. The greatest decrease in 

reaction-time to light occurred between the 9th and the 

10th-grade girls, with a reduction of .042 seconds, or a 

nine per cent decrease in reaction-time at the 10th-grade 

level, The differenoe between the 10th and 11th-grade 

levels showed the 11th grede had an increase In reaction- 

time of .019 seconds, or four per cent over the 10th grade. 

The difference between the 11th and 12th-grade levels was 

.001 second, or a 0.2 per cent faster reaction-time for 

the 12th-grade girls, The reaction-time responses to sound 

revealed the greatest difference between the 9th-grade and 

the 11th-grade girls with the 11th-grade girls having a 

decreased time of .054 seconds, or a 12 per cent reduction 

in speed of reaction-time. The difference between the 9th 

and 10th-grade girls was .036 seconds, or an eight per cent 

decrease in reactian-tinie for the 10th-grade girls. The 

difference between the 10th and 11th-grade girls revealed 

that the 11th-grade girls had a reduction of reaction-tinie 

of .018 seconds, or four per cent. Data further revealed 

that the difference in response between the 11th and 12th 



grade girls WBS an increase at .018 seconds, or a tour 

per cent Inoreese at the 12th-grade level. 
In the study of age and reaction-time for the tive 

grade levels, Table li, at revealed thet the reaction- 

time for the 18-year-old girls to 11t was faster than 

the 14, 15, 16 and 17-year-old girls. In sound, the 

reaction-time was Thster for the 18-year-old girls. In 

calouleting the differences, the average rection-tlme to 

light and to sound was used, The greatest decrease in re- 
sponse time to light was between the 14 and lb-year-old 

girls The l5-yesr-old girls had e decrease in reaction- 
time to light of .042 seconds or a decrease of nine per cent 

compared to the 14-year-old ßirl8. The difference between 

the 15 and 16-year-old girls revealed a speed reduction of 

.00? seconds, or a one per cent decrease in reaction to 

lieht for the 16-year-old girls. The l?.year-old girls had 

a longer reaction-time of .O3 seconds, or a seven per cent 

increase In reactìon-tirne over the 16-year-old girls. The 

difference between the 1? and 18-year-old frls revealed a 

decrease in reaction-time for the 18-year-old girls of ,038 

seconds, or a decrease of eight per cent. 
Vvhen sound was used, the resotion-tinie was less than 

that of lieht but the pattern formed was similar to that 

pttern formed by reaction to lieht. The difference be- 

tween the 14 and 15-year-old girls was .059 seconds, or a 



decrease in reìot1on-t1me for sound of 13 per cent for the 

15-year-old girls. Between the 15 and 16-year-old girls, 
the 16-year-old girls bad a decrease in roaotion-tlme for 

sound of .034 seconds, or eight per cent. For the 16 and 

17-year-old girls, the 17-year-old girls' reaction-time in- 

creased to .055 seoonds, or an 11 per cent increase over 

thet of' the 16-ye8r-old ir1s. The 17 and 18-year-old 

girls reve1ed a difference of .041 seoonds, or a nine por 

cent decrease in reaction-time to sound for the 18-year-old 

girls. 
The greatest decrease in reaction-time to light and to 

sound occurred between the 14-year-old girls and the 15- 

year-old girls. The least difference in reaction-time to 

light and to sound occurred between the 15-year-old girls 

and the 16-year-old girls0 

Flexion versus Extension 

Tables 1, 2, 3 end 4 revealed that hand extension had 

faster reaction-time than hand flexion. In all four grade 

levels, hand extension had a faster reaction-time to light 

and to sound stimuli except responses of the left hand to 

sound which revealed that band flexion had a faster 

reaction-time in all four grades than did hand extension. 

The greatest difference between hand extension and hand 

flexion occurred et the 11th-grade level with a .075 



seconds, or a 12 per cent decrease in reaction-time far 

hand. extension. The least difference between hind exteii- 

sion and hand flexion reaction-time ocourred at the 12th- 

grade level with a differenee of .016 seoonds, or a four 

per cent doreaso in reaction-time for hand extension. The 

pattern formed indiosted that movements irwolving hand ox- 

tension would be more recdily accomplished than those moTe- 

monts involving hand flexion. 

In all five ago levels, Tables 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, hand 

extension revealed faster response times thr hand flexion 

exoet or the 19-year-old girls' reaction time to sound, 

where hand flexion was faster than hand extension. The 

greatest difterenc of reaction-tinte occurred in the 16- 

year-uld girls with .101 seConds, or a 26 per cent redue- 

tian in hand extension compared to 15-year-old girls. Th 

least difference in response time occurred between the 16 

and 17-year sge levels with a reduction of .002 seconds, or 

0.4 per cent to hand extension to light. The pattern 

formed indicated that movements involving hand extension 

sould be more quickly oop1eted than those movements in- 

volving hand flexion, 

Comparison of hand flexion and hand extensioi s the 

only feasible oomprison which can be made bec ' use of vari- 

aus Thotors involved In the other tests. Arm flexion and 

srm extension involve different distances for the moveent 



in testing. In comparing foot extension and leg flexion 

other fectors entor the picture, thus reducing validity of 

comparison. In flexing the leg, more muscles are used and 

require activation of more nerve patterns. 

Besotlon-timeto Choice 

Referring back to Table 10, the reaction-time involv- 

Ing movements of choice are longer than those movements not 

requiring choice. The average reaction-time to light and 

to sound for simple reflex movements end the average 

reaction-time to light and to sound for choice were used 

for comparison. For light, the range increases from .100 

seconds, or 22 per cent, to .133 seconds, or 26 per cent 

over the initial movements. For sound, the range increases 

from .127 seconds or 28 per cent to .170 seconds, or 39 per 

cent over the initial movements. For light, the 10th grade 

revealed the least increase over the previous grade in 

reaction-time to choice end the 12th grade revealed the 

greatest increase in reaction-time to choice. For sound, 

the 10th grade revealed the least increase in reaction to 

choice and the 11th grade had. the greatest increase in 

reaction-time to choice, Reaction-time to sound was faster 
than reaction-time to light even when there was a choice. 

reaction-time where choice was involved was longer than 



reaction-tinie to light requiring choice, the aTerage high- 

est reaotion-tirae was .153 seoond.s, or 21 per cent 1oner 

than reaotìon-tine for the siniple reìetion. i e average 

1owet reaction-time tor iight wa .049 seoond, or 13 per 

cent longer for ohoice reaction-time. The average reaotion- 

time for light was f113 seconds, or a 2 per Cent longer 

reaotiontime tor ohoice, For the i-year-old gins, 

choice had a longer reaction-time ot Q3 seconds, or 28 
per cent longer for the average highest reaction-time; .052 

seconds, or 19 per cent longer for the average lowest time 

and .126 seconds, or 2? per ceivt longer for the averìge 

time than for the siinple reaction-time, The 16-year-old 

girls hai. .217 seoond., or a 55 per cent longer average 

highest reaction-time for choice. The average lowest 

resetlon-time 'sas .057 seconds, or 19 per cent longer for 

choloc than simple response time, For the average, choice 

liad a longer reaotiont1me of .122 seconds, or 2ô per cent 

longer than for Che simple response to light. For trie 

year-old gin1, the average highest reaction-time was .192 

seconds, or 29 per cent longer for Ofloøe. The average 

1OWC$t react1on-tiiìe s .02Eì seconds, an eight per ceat 

longer ton choice and the average reict1on-tinie wes .110 

second.s, or 22 per cent longer for phoice than simple 

respor1e time. For the 18-year-old girls, choice had a 

longer reection-tirne of scoonds, or per cent longer 



for the average highest reaction-tune; .IO seconds, or 
23 per cent longer for the average reaction-time than for 
the simule response. 

The reaction-tune of choice to sound also revealed a 

longer reaction-time than the simple response to sound. 

For the average highest reaction-time, the responses range 
from S1Ot seconds, or 14 per oen't, to .279 seconds, or 43 

per cent increase in reaction-time of choice over the tui- 
tial simple response. For the average lowest reaction-time 
to $ound, the responses range from .016 seconds, or five 
per cent, to .147 seconds, or O per cent increase in reac- 
tion-tim of choice over the simple reaction-time. br the 
average reaction-time, the responses range from .109 seo- 
onda, or l per cent, to .168 seoonds, or 40 per cent in- 
crease in reaction-time of choice over the simpie response. 
]?astor reaction-time to sound than to light was indicated 
for ail five age levels. 

An accurate account was kept of the wrong choices 
made. The left hand reacted to the stimuli for the right 
hand two times more than the right hand reacted to the 
stimuli for the left hand, 

There were 8 instances of the clok running over one 

second in the grade levels and the age levels, indicating 
indecision in making a choice, Mowevr, there was never a 

wrong choice made on any of the readings. The incidence of 



the clock running over one second wa higher among the 9th- 

grade girls nd among the 15-year-old gir1s 



CHMTER XV 

OONOL1JSIOX 

In Chapter I, the review of previous studies of 

reaction-time indicated the conclusions that bad been 

drawn, With these as a basis from whiob to start, the data 

and oomparisons made in Chapter III point out established 

oonolusions and give further insight into the factors 

affecting reaction-time for senior hIgh school girls. For 

clarity, the conclusions from this study, for reaction-time 

by school grade level and reaction-time by age level bave 

been divided into five parts: 1. Stimulus and response; 

2. handedness and response; 3. ae and reaction-time; 4. 

flexion reaction-time versus extension reaction-time; and 

5. reaction-time of choice responses. 

Stimulus and Response 

In the recording of responses by grade level, the data 

indicated that colors green and red in light did not make 

any significant difference in reaction-time to light. When 

sound was used, little or no difference in response time 

was tndicated between the bell and. the buzzer. hen light 

and. sound was compared, there was a definite pattern formed 

which showed reaction-time to sound had a faster response 

than reaction-time to light. From thIs it can be concluded 

that sound Is a better stimulus than light. If faster 



reactton-tjnies aro wanted sound should be used. 

In response to lit mnd to sound for the age levels, 

Table U, data revealed that reaction-time to sound was 

raster than reot1on-time to lieht for the average lowest 

reaction-time and the average reaction-time for ail ftve 

ae levels. The exceptions were the l4.year-old irls in 

verge time where the response to lit was .001 second 
faster than the response to sound. The average highest 

reection-time had a taster response to light than to sound, 

except the 16-year-old girls, where response time to sound 

was .002 seconds taster than the response to light. prom 

this it can be concluded that resotion to sound is faster 

than reection to lieht. Where fast reaction-time is needed, 

sound should be used as the stimulus. 

handedness and Response 

In rades 9, 10, 11 ud 12, data revealed (Tables 1, 

2, 3 and 4) that the everege reaction-time responses in 

simple reaction of the left herid and left toot to light and 

to sound had a faster reaction-time than did the right hand 

end rij:t foot action in all four grade levels. Further 

studies should be made to see if reaction-time actually is 

faster for the left hand or whether left-handedness is 

brought about by the over-concentration of the students on 

the left hand which was opposite to the hand normally used. 
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The responses at the several age levels (Tables 5, 6, 

7, 8 amI 9) In simple reaotions, indicated that the left 
hand and lert foot reaction-time to light and to sound was 

raster than that far right hnnd and right foot action. 
Further studies should be made to verlDy whether the 

reaction-tIme Is faster for the left hand or whether left- 
handedness is brought ebout by the over-conoentration of 
the students on the left hand which is not the one noal1y 
used. 

and Reaction-time 

In the introduction, reference was made to an earlier 
study that found age bad a very definite effeot on reaction- 
time and that n younger children it was slower and gradu- 

ally improved as the individuai became older, reaching its 
greatest speed at the college level. This study indicates 
that the 10th-grade girls had a faster reaction-time to 

light and the 11th-grde , Irle bad faster reaction-time to 

sound than any of the other age groups. For reaction to 

light, the time decreases from the 9th to the 10th grade, 

increases from the 10th to the 11th grade and. decreases 

from the 11th to the 12th grsdes. For reaction to sound, 

time of response deoreesed from the 9th grade to the 11th 

grade and then increased from the 11th to the 12th grade 

level. This study further indicates that age very def i- 
nitely affects reaction-time. 
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In the study of the ae levels, Table II revealed that 

reaction-time was longer for the 14-year-old girls with 

reaction-time gradually decreasing to the 16-year-old level. 

There was an increase in reaction-time at the 17-year-old 

age level, then a decreasing or reaction-time at the 18- 

yer-o1d level. In response to sound, reaction-time was 

longer for the 14-year-old girls, decreased radua11y to 

the 16-year-old age level, where the reaction-time to sound 

WFS fester then the other age levels; increases from age 16 

to ae 17 years snd decreases from the 1? to the 18-year- 

old level. From this it can be concluded that reaction- 

time is related to chronological age. 

Flexion versus Extension 

comparisons between simple flexion and extension were 

limited because of other factors that decrease the validity 

of comparison. The only comparisons made were between hand 

flexion end band extension. For the four grade levels 

(Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4), data revealed that hand extension 

had faster reaction-time to light and to sound than band 

flexion except responses of the left hand to sound In which 

hand flexion had a faster reaction-time than band exten- 

abri, Further studies of flexIon and extension should be 

made. 

For all five age levels (Tables 5, 6, '7, 8 and 9), hand 

extension had a fester reaction-time than did hand flexion 



to light and to souud, except tor te l?-yerold girls' 

response to sound in which reaotiontime was taster tor 

hand flexion than for hand extension. 

Reaction-time to Ohoioe 

When the response requires a second factor, choice, 

the time required to respond is greatly increased. The 

lOth-grde girls recorded the fastest reaction-time with an 

incresse in time of the response in the 11th grade followed 

by e decrease in response tine at the 12th-grade level. 

Indeolsions were higher at the 9th-grade level than the 

other three grade levels. Vhether or not it is just inde- 

cision or whether the 9th grade girls wanted to be sure of 

their choice should be studied further. rong choices de- 

creased with increase in grade level. The left hand react- 

ing to the stimuli for the right hand is difficult to ex- 

plain. An explanation could be that students who are 

right-handed over-conoentrete on their weak hand or the 

left hand. 

Data in Chapter III indicated that at the five age 

levels response to choice was longer then response to sim- 

pie reection. The 15-year-old girls recorded the fastest 

reaction-tine to light and to sound. The reaction-time 

increased at the 17-year-old level followed by a decrease 

for the 18-year-old girls. It can be concluded that the 
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pettern formed indio&tos that the 16-year-old girls had a 

raster response time than 15-year-o1d gir1, then. an In- 

crease in reaction-time ror the 17-year-old girls tollowed 

by a decrease In the reaction-time of 18-year-old girls. 

Further studIos should be made to determine whether the re- 

sponse time will increase with se or grade or whether it 

will decrease with age or grade. Indecision was higher 

among the 15-year-old girls than for the other age levels. 

General Study of Qonclusions 

The comparisons and the data point up one factor over 

others, This factor is that of age. The averages show 

this very markedly. As an overall conclusion, there is 

tangible evidence that individuals have a neuromuscular re- 

sponse age just as they have an intellectual, physical and 

chronological age. The IndIidua1 differences in the vari- 

ous neuromuscular ages are just as varied as In the other 

ages. The study of this group reveals a levelling off of 

the neuromuscular age to be In the 10th-grade level and at 

the 15-year-old level, Only through further atudy will It 

be possible to establish ranges of neuromuscular response 

for every age group and for all types of neuromuscular re- 

actions. 
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